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Question1: Yes, farm land is to expensive. But if the prices of our
products would rise then land wouldn't be that terrible. Machinery is
the same way, to high. and now so is fertilizer and diesel.If young
people want to farm we need to make it profitable so they CAN!!!!
Question2: I always believed and was told the world farm economy rides
on wheat! if price of wheat goes up, so everything follows. But which
importer in their right mind would buy U.S. wheat when China and now
Ukraine are exporting at a fraction of our cost of production!!! I
don't know if the Gov. can price support wheat enough to have wheat in a
shortage situation to make the price go up and stay up!!!!!!!!
Question3:
Question4: I feel sorry for the dryland wheat farmers, like the one in
the northern states. How can they survive?? maybe we need to have
another CRP signup for them. But make them replant into native grasses
and legumes. And continue to have the current CRP land stay out of
production. or have them keep it in natives. How about a subsidy on
wind turbine for the local farmers, especially in the northern plains. I
have heard many farmers ask about this and wish it was affordable.
Question5: Higher farm prices on a longterm basis would enhance rural
and economic growth. Just think if a farming community could have the
prices jump up $100 per acre(this is what it would take to make farming
profitable again.) and the local community serves 400 Sq. miles(20 by 20
mile area) that would be 250,000 acres. times $100 equals
$25,000,000!!!! that would revigorate any economy!!!!!!!!!!
Question6: As you know, the American people want cheap food!!!!! And
they don't care about quality unless our food is so Damm cheap that it
is the same price as foreign countries, then they will buy on quality!!
I think if we go to bio-fuels that would help greatly. maybe a demand
will be there for some of our major products.


